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Measuring Biological Diversity Anne E. Magurran 2013-04-18 This accessible and timely book provides a comprehensive overviewof
how to measure biodiversity. The book highlights newdevelopments, including innovative approaches to measuringtaxonomic
distinctness and estimating species richness, andevaluates these alongside traditional methods such as speciesabundance
distributions, and diversity and evenness statistics. Helps the reader quantify and interpret patterns of ecologicaldiversity, focusing on
the measurement and estimation of speciesrichness and abundance. Explores the concept of ecological diversity, bringing
newperspectives to a field beset by contradictory views andadvice. Discussion spans issues such as the meaning of community in
thecontext of ecological diversity, scales of diversity anddistribution of diversity among taxa Highlights advances in measurement paying
particular attentionto new techniques such as species richness estimation, applicationof measures of diversity to conservation and
environmentalmanagement and addressing sampling issues Includes worked examples of key methods in helping people tounderstand
the techniques and use available computer packages moreeffectively
Successful College Composition Lauren Curtright 2018-08-09 This text is a transformation of Writing for Success, a text adapted by The
Saylor Foundation under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 License without attribution as requested by
the work's original creator or licensee. Kathryn Crowther, Lauren Curtright, Nancy Gilbert, Barbara Hall, Tracienne Ravita, and Kirk
Swenson adapted this text under a grant from Affordable Learning Georgia to Georgia Perimeter College (GPC, now part of Georgia
State University) in 2015. Section 1.3 was authored by Rebecca Weaver. This text is a revision of a prior adaptation of Writing for
Success led by Rosemary Cox in GPC's Department of English, titled Successful College Writing for GPC Students (2014,
2015).Georgia Northwestern Technical College adapted this textbook for English 1101.Georgia Northwestern Technical College is
accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and SchoolsCommission on Colleges to award associate degrees.You can see the
latest version at https://oer.galileo.usg.edu/english-textbooks/8/
To Life! Linda Weintraub 2012-09-01 This title documents the burgeoning eco art movement from A to Z, presenting a panorama of
artistic responses to environmental concerns, from Ant Farms anti-consumer antics in the 1970s to Marina Zurkows 2007 animation that
anticipates the havoc wreaked upon the planet by global warming.
Managing Electronic Media Joan Van Tassel 2012-09-10 This college-level media management textbook reflects the changes in the
media industries that have occurred in the past decade. Today's managers must address new issues that their predecessors never
faced, from the threats of professional piracy and casual copying of digital media products, to global networks, on-demand consumption,
and changing business models. The book explains the new new vocabulary of media moguls, such as bandwidth, digital rights
management, customer relations management, distributed work groups, centralized broadcast operations, automated playlists, serverbased playout, repurposing, mobisodes, TV-to-DVD, and content management. The chapters logically unfold the ways that managers
are evolving their practices to make content, market it, and deliver it to consumers in a competitive, global digital marketplace. In addition
to media companies, this book covers management processes that extend to all content-producing organizations, because today's
students are as likely to produce high-quality video and Web video for ABC Computer Sales as they are for the ABC Entertainment
Television Network.
The Culture of Homelessness Megan Ravenhill 2016-03-16 Despite an extensive literature on homelessness there is surprisingly little
work that investigates the roots of homelessness by tracking homeless people over time. In this fascinating and much-needed
ethnographic study, Megan Ravenhill presents the results of ten years' research on the streets and in the hostels and day-centres of the
UK, incorporating intensive interviews with 150 homeless and formerly homeless people as well as policy makers and professionals
working with homeless people. Ravenhill discusses the biographical, structural and behavioural factors that lead to homelessness.
Amongst the important and unique features of the study are: the use of life-route maps showing the circumstances and decisions that
lead to homelessness, a systematic study of the timescales involved, and a survey of people's exit routes from homelessness. Ravenhill
also identifies factors that predict those most vulnerable to homelessness and factors that prevent or considerably delay the onset of
homelessness.
Introduction to Computers for Healthcare Professionals Irene Makar Joos 2010-10-25 Important Notice: The digital edition of this book is
missing some of the images or content found in the physical edition. An introductory computer literacy text for nurses and other
healthcare students, Introduction to Computers for Healthcare Professionals explains hardware, popular software programs, operating
systems, and computer assisted communication. The Fifth Edition of this best-selling text has been revised and now includes content on
on online storage, communication and online learning including info on PDA's, iPhones, IM, and other media formats, and another
chapter on distance learning including video conferencing and streaming video.
Handbook on Innovations in Learning Marilyn Murphy 2014-03-01 An innovation in learning improves upon the implementation of the
standard practice or introduces a new practice, thus achieving greater learning outcomes. The Handbook on Innovations in Learning,
developed by the Center on Innovations in Learning, presents commissioned chapters describing current best practices of instruction
before embarking on descriptions of selected innovative practices which promise better methods of engaging and teaching students.
Written by a diverse and talented field of experts, chapters in the Handbook seek to facilitate the adoption of the innovative practices
they describe by suggesting implementation policies and procedures to leaders of state and local education agencies.
Open Rajiv S. Jhangiani 2017-03-27 Affordable education. Transparent science. Accessible scholarship. These ideals are slowly
becoming a reality thanks to the open education, open science, and open access movements. Running separate—if parallel—courses,
they all share a philosophy of equity, progress, and justice. This book shares the stories, motives, insights, and practical tips from global

leaders in the open movement.
The Sovereign Individual James Dale Davidson 2020-02-04 Two renowned investment advisors and authors of the bestseller The Great
Reckoning bring to light both currents of disaster and the potential for prosperity and renewal in the face of radical changes in human
history as we move into the next century. The Sovereign Individual details strategies necessary for adapting financially to the next phase
of Western civilization. Few observers of the late twentieth century have their fingers so presciently on the pulse of the global political
and economic realignment ushering in the new millennium as do James Dale Davidson and Lord William Rees-Mogg. Their bold
prediction of disaster on Wall Street in Blood in the Streets was borne out by Black Tuesday. In their ensuing bestsellar, The Great
Reckoning, published just weeks before the coup attempt against Gorbachev, they analyzed the pending collapse of the Soviet Union
and foretold the civil war in Yugoslavia and other events that have proved to be among the most searing developments of the past few
years. In The Sovereign Individual, Davidson and Rees-Mogg explore the greatest economic and political transition in centuries -- the
shift from an industrial to an information-based society. This transition, which they have termed "the fourth stage of human society," will
liberate individuals as never before, irrevocably altering the power of government. This outstanding book will replace false hopes and
fictions with new understanding and clarified values.
Management 3.0 Jurgen Appelo 2011 Introduces a realistic approach to leading, managing, and growing your Agile team or
organization. Written for current managers and developers moving into management, Appelo shares insights that are grounded in
modern complex systems theory, reflecting the intense complexity of modern software development. Recognizes that today's
organizations are living, networked systems; that you can't simply let them run themselves; and that management is primarily about
people and relationships. Deepens your understanding of how organizations and Agile teams work, and gives you tools to solve your
own problems. Identifies the most valuable elements of Agile management, and helps you improve each of them.
Scale, Space, and Canon in Ancient Literary Culture Reviel Netz 2020-03-31 A history of ancient literary culture told through the
quantitative facts of canon, geography, and scale.
British Book News 1993 Includes no. 53a: British wartime books for young people.
A Handbook for Teaching and Learning in Higher Education Heather Fry 2003-12-16 First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Future Organizational Design Lars Groth 1999-08-25 "A major contribution to the field..." ." Gordon B. Davis, Honeywell Professor of
Management Information Systems, Carlson School of Management, University of Minnesota, USA " "This book is required reading for
anyone who wants to understand how and why computers influence organization structure. It established a conceptual foundation for the
field, and examines the particular characteristics of the tools computer systems provide and what organizational impacts they can be
expected to have. The conclusions are sometimes counter-intuitive, but always convincingly argued." Lee L. Gremillion, Partner,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, USA "This is a superb source for people seeking to learn about organizational structure. Groth gives
remarkable reasoning and interesting examples throughout the book. An exciting contribution" Kamar Singh, Project Manager, GE
Aircraft Engines, Ohio, USA Lars Groth addresses a subject of key importance and takes a fresh and innovative look at the ways to build
and develop organizations with the assistance of information technology. Five major examples are used to point out the road ahead for
those aiming to improve existing organizations with the help of new technology, as well as explaining some significant properties
inherent in organizations and information technology. For the first time, the interplay between organization structure and information
technology is thoroughly analysed in the context of established organization theory. Through examination of existing models and taking
into account the new possibilities offered by IT, this book will enable practising managers and consultants to look at their organizations
and decide where the greatest, and least, opportunities lie. The book will also be highly relevant to MBA, MIS and Executive courses
concerned with the relationship between organizations and IT.
A Handbook of Statistical Analysis Using SPSS Sabine Landau 2017-09-11 A Handbook of Statistical Analyses Using SPSS clearly
describes how to conduct a range of univariate and multivariate statistical analyses using the latest version of the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences, SPSS 11. Each chapter addresses a different type of analytical procedure applied to one or more data sets,
primarily from the social and behavioral sciences areas. Each chapter also contains exercises relating to the data sets introduced,
providing readers with a means to develop both their SPSS and statistical skills. Model answers to the exercises are also provided.
Readers can download all of the data sets from a companion Web site furnished by the authors.
Principles of Health Interoperability Tim Benson 2016-06-22 This book provides an introduction to health interoperability and the main
standards used. Health interoperability delivers health information where and when it is needed. Everybody stands to gain from safer
more soundly based decisions and less duplication, delays, waste and errors. The third edition of Principles of Health Interoperability
includes a new part on FHIR (Fast Health Interoperability Resources), the most important new health interoperability standard for a
generation. FHIR combines the best features of HL7’s v2, v3 and CDA while leveraging the latest web standards and a tight focus on
implementability. FHIR can be implemented at a fraction of the price of existing alternatives and is well suited for use in mobile phone
apps, cloud communications and EHRs. The book is organised into four parts. The first part covers the principles of health
interoperability, why it matters, why it is hard and why models are an important part of the solution. The second part covers clinical
terminology and SNOMED CT. The third part covers the main HL7 standards: v2, v3, CDA and IHE XDS. The new fourth part covers
FHIR and has been contributed by Grahame Grieve, the original FHIR chief.
The Age of Surveillance Capitalism Shoshana Zuboff 2019-01-15 The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first
detailed examination of the unprecedented form of power called "surveillance capitalism," and the quest by powerful corporations to
predict and control our behavior. In this masterwork of original thinking and research, Shoshana Zuboff provides startling insights into the
phenomenon that she has named surveillance capitalism. The stakes could not be higher: a global architecture of behavior modification
threatens human nature in the twenty-first century just as industrial capitalism disfigured the natural world in the twentieth. Zuboff vividly
brings to life the consequences as surveillance capitalism advances from Silicon Valley into every economic sector. Vast wealth and
power are accumulated in ominous new "behavioral futures markets," where predictions about our behavior are bought and sold, and the
production of goods and services is subordinated to a new "means of behavioral modification." The threat has shifted from a totalitarian
Big Brother state to a ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating in the interests of surveillance capital. Here is the crucible of
an unprecedented form of power marked by extreme concentrations of knowledge and free from democratic oversight. Zuboff's
comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to twenty-first century society: a controlled "hive" of total connection that
seduces with promises of total certainty for maximum profit -- at the expense of democracy, freedom, and our human future. With little
resistance from law or society, surveillance capitalism is on the verge of dominating the social order and shaping the digital future -- if we
let it.
Never Eat Alone Keith Ferrazzi 2014-06-05 An updated and expanded edition of the runaway bestseller Never Eat Alone by Keith
Ferrazzi Proven advice on networking for success: over 400,000 copies sold. As Keith Ferrazzi discovered early in life, what

distinguishes highly successful people from everyone else is the way they use the power of relationships - so that everyone wins. His
form of connecting to the world around him is based on generosity and he distinguishes genuine relationship-building from the crude,
desperate glad-handling usually associated with 'networking'. In Never Eat Alone, Ferrazzi lays out the specific steps - and inner
mindset - he uses to reach out to connect with the thousands of colleagues, friends, and associates on his Rolodex, people he has
helped and who have helped him. He then distills his system of reaching out to people into practical, proven principles. Keith Ferrazzi is
founder and CEO of Ferrazzi Greenlight, a marketing and sales consulting company. He is the author of the #1 New York Times
bestseller Who's Got Your Back and has been a contributor to Inc., the Wall Street Journal, and Harvard Business Review. Previously,
he was CMO of Deloitte Consulting and at Starwood Hotels & Resorts, and CEO of YaYa media. He lives in Los Angeles and New York.
Managed by the Markets Gerald F. Davis 2009-03-26 The current economic crisis reveals just how central finance has become to
American life. Problems with obscure securities created on Wall Street radiated outward to threaten the retirement security of pensioners
in Florida and Arizona, the homes and college savings of families in Detroit and Southern California, and ultimately the global economy
itself. The American government took on vast new debt to bail out the financial system, while the government-owned investment funds of
Kuwait, Abu Dhabi, Malaysia, and China bought up much of what was left of Wall Street. How did we get into this mess, and what does it
all mean? Managed by the Markets explains how finance replaced manufacturing at the center of the American economy and how its
influence has seeped into daily life. From corporations operated to create shareholder value, to banks that became portals to financial
markets, to governments seeking to regulate or profit from footloose capital, to households with savings, pensions, and mortgages that
rise and fall with the market, life in post-industrial America is tied to finance to an unprecedented degree. Managed by the Markets
provides a guide to how we got here and unpacks the consequences of linking the well-being of society too closely to financial markets.
Review of Vocational Education Alison Wolf 2011
Media Rich Instruction Rosemary Papa 2014-06-27 E-learning has brought an enormous change to instruction, in terms of both rules
and tools. Contemporary education requires diverse and creative uses of media technology to keep students engaged and to keep up
with rapid developments in the ways they learn and teachers teach. Media Rich Instruction addresses these requirements with up-todate learning theory and practices that incorporate innovative platforms for information delivery into traditional areas such as learning
skills and learner characteristics. Experts in media rich classroom experiences and online instruction delve into the latest findings on
student cognitive processes and motivation to learn while offering multimedia classroom strategies geared to specific curriculum areas.
Advances such as personal learning environments, gamification, and the Massive Open Online Course are analyzed in the context of
their potential for collaborative and transformative learning. And each chapter features key questions and application activities to make
coverage especially practical across grade levels and learner populations. Among the topics included: Building successful learning
experiences online. Language and literacy, reading and writing. Mathematics teaching and learning with and through education
technology. Learning science through experiment and practice. Social studies teaching for learner engagement. The arts and
Technology. Connecting school to community. At a time when many are pondering the future of academic standards and student
capacity to learn, Media Rich Instruction is a unique source of concrete knowledge and useful ideas for current and future researchers
and practitioners in media rich instructional strategies and practices.
Treatment Wetlands, Second Edition Robert H. Kadlec 2008-07-22 Completely revised and updated, Treatment Wetlands, Second
Edition is still the most comprehensive resource available for the planning, design, and operation of wetland treatment systems. The
book addresses the design, construction, and operation of wetlands for water pollution control. It presents the best current procedures
for sizing these systems, and describing the intrinsic processes that combine to quantify performance. The Second Edition covers: New
methods based on the latest research Wastewater characterization and regulatory framework analyses leading to detailed design and
economics State-of-the-art procedures for analyzing hydraulics, hydrology, substrates and wetlands biogeochemistry Definition of
performance expectations for traditional pollutants such as solids, oxygen demand, nutrients and pathogens, as well as for metals and a
wide variety of individual organic and inorganic chemicals Discussion of methods of configuration, construction, and vegetation
establishment and startup considerations Ancillary benefits of human use and wildlife habitat Specific examples of numerous
applications Extensive reference base of current information The book provides a complete reference that includes: detailed information
on wetland ecology, design for consistent performance, construction guidance and operational control through effective monitoring.
Case histories of operational wetland treatment systems illustrate the variety of design approaches presented allowing you to tailor them
to the needs of your wetlands treatment projects. The sheer amount of information found in Treatment Wetlands, Second Edition makes
it the resource you will turn to again and again.
Managing Performance in Turbulent Times Ed Barrows 2011-10-21 Straightforward playbook for executing world-class strategy for
tangible results Designed with three key ideas: leverage the tools that are working, simplify the model, and make the content readable
for managers, Managing Performance in Turbulent Times is a road map for the modern strategy manager. Through their simplified
execution process the authors—performance management experts—show executives how to get results and execute even in the most
difficult conditions. Addresses importance of adaptability to change within today's business environment Explores the environmental
turbulence that constantly confounds virtually all organizational systems, with workable solutions Provides a streamlined execution
process any organization can use to improve business results Managers need tools to do their jobs better. Filled with proven solutions,
this book reveals how to get results through successful strategy execution, presenting a process that will help your organization execute
strategy in a simplified, efficient manner.
Software Studies Matthew Fuller 2008 This collection of short expository, critical and speculative texts offers a field guide to the cultural,
political, social and aesthetic impact of software. Experts from a range of disciplines each take a key topic in software and the
understanding of software, such as algorithms and logical structures.
Advanced Automotive Fault Diagnosis Tom Denton 2006-08-14 Diagnostics, or fault finding, is a fundamental part of an automotive
technician's work, and as automotive systems become increasingly complex there is a greater need for good diagnostic skills. Advanced
Automotive Fault Diagnosis is the only book to treat automotive diagnostics as a science rather than a check-list procedure. Each
chapter includes basic principles and examples of a vehicle system followed by the appropriate diagnostic techniques, complete with
useful diagrams, flow charts, case studies and self-assessment questions. The book will help new students develop diagnostic skills and
help experienced technicians improve even further. This new edition is fully updated to the latest technological developments. Two new
chapters have been added – On-board diagnostics and Oscilloscope diagnostics – and the coverage has been matched to the latest
curricula of motor vehicle qualifications, including: IMI and C&G Technical Certificates and NVQs; Level 4 diagnostic units; BTEC
National and Higher National qualifications from Edexcel; International Motor Vehicle qualifications such as C&G 3905; and ASE
certification in the USA.
Mapping Ecosystem Services Benjamin Burkhard 2017-04-19 "The new book Mapping Ecosystem Services provides a comprehensive
collection of theories, methods and practical applications of ecosystem services (ES) mapping, for the first time bringing together

valuable knowledge and techniques from leading international experts in the field." (www.eurekalert.org).
Stock Assessment for Fishery Management Daniel D. Hoggarth 2006 Provides guidelines for fish stock assessment and fishery
management using the software tools developed by the UK's Department for International Development's Fisheries Management
Science Programme. This report explains some key elements of the precautionary approach to fisheries management and outlines a
range of alternative stock assessment approaches.
Fundamentals of Business Process Management Marlon Dumas 2018-03-23 This textbook covers the entire Business Process
Management (BPM) lifecycle, from process identification to process monitoring, covering along the way process modelling, analysis,
redesign and automation. Concepts, methods and tools from business management, computer science and industrial engineering are
blended into one comprehensive and inter-disciplinary approach. The presentation is illustrated using the BPMN industry standard
defined by the Object Management Group and widely endorsed by practitioners and vendors worldwide. In addition to explaining the
relevant conceptual background, the book provides dozens of examples, more than 230 exercises – many with solutions – and
numerous suggestions for further reading. This second edition includes extended and completely revised chapters on process
identification, process discovery, qualitative process analysis, process redesign, process automation and process monitoring. A new
chapter on BPM as an enterprise capability has been added, which expands the scope of the book to encompass topics such as the
strategic alignment and governance of BPM initiatives. The textbook is the result of many years of combined teaching experience of the
authors, both at the undergraduate and graduate levels as well as in the context of professional training. Students and professionals
from both business management and computer science will benefit from the step-by-step style of the textbook and its focus on
fundamental concepts and proven methods. Lecturers will appreciate the class-tested format and the additional teaching material
available on the accompanying website.
Principles of Management 3.0 Talya Bauer 2017
Invitation To Computer Science 4/e G. Michael Schneider 2007
Copy, Rip, Burn David Berry 2008-09-20 Explores the politics of open source software, and how it is forcing us to re-think the idea of
intellectual property.
Principles of Management Openstax 2022-03-25 Principles of Management is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements
of the introductory course on management. This is a traditional approach to management using the leading, planning, organizing, and
controlling approach. Management is a broad business discipline, and the Principles of Management course covers many management
areas such as human resource management and strategic management, as well as behavioral areas such as motivation. No one
individual can be an expert in all areas of management, so an additional benefit of this text is that specialists in a variety of areas have
authored individual chapters. Contributing Authors David S. Bright, Wright State University Anastasia H. Cortes, Virginia Tech University
Eva Hartmann, University of Richmond K. Praveen Parboteeah, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater Jon L. Pierce, University of
Minnesota-Duluth Monique Reece Amit Shah, Frostburg State University Siri Terjesen, American University Joseph Weiss, Bentley
University Margaret A. White, Oklahoma State University Donald G. Gardner, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs Jason Lambert,
Texas Woman's University Laura M. Leduc, James Madison University Joy Leopold, Webster University Jeffrey Muldoon, Emporia State
University James S. O'Rourke, University of Notre Dame
Game Research Methods: An Overview Patri Lankoski 2015 "Games are increasingly becoming the focus for research due to their
cultural and economic impact on modern society. However, there are many different types of approaches and methods than can be
applied to understanding games or those that play games. This book provides an introduction to various game research methods that
are useful to students in all levels of higher education covering both quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods. In addition, approaches
using game development for research is described. Each method is described in its own chapter by a researcher with practical
experience of applying the method to topic of games. Through this, the book provides an overview of research methods that enable us
to better our understanding on games."--Provided by publisher.
World Atlas of Seagrasses United Nations Environmental Programme UNEP. 2003 Seagrasses are a vital and widespread but often
overlooked coastal marine habitat. This volume provides a global survey of their distribution and conservation status.
Mechanical Engineering Principles John John Bird 2012-05-04 "Mechanical Engineering Principles offers a student-friendly introduction
to core engineering topics that does not assume any previous background in engineering studies, and as such can act as a core
textbook for several engineering courses. Bird and Ross introduce mechanical principles and technology through examples and
applications rather than theory. This approach enables students to develop a sound understanding of the engineering principles and
their use in practice. Theoretical concepts are supported by over 600 problems and 400 worked answers.The new edition will match up
to the latest BTEC National specifications and can also be used on mechanical engineering courses from Levels 2 to 4"-Financial and Accounting Guide for Not-for-Profit Organizations Malvern J. Gross 2005-05-13 This Seventh Edition is filled with
authoritative advice on the financial reporting, accounting, and control situations unique to not-for-profit organizations. It contains
discussions of the accounting and reporting guidelines for different types of organizations, complete guidance on tax and compliance
reporting requirements, illustrated explanations of various types of acceptable financial statements, and much more!
Designing Interfaces Jenifer Tidwell 2005-11-21 Provides information on designing easy-to-use interfaces.
Better Use of Skills in the Workplace ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 2017-12-06 This joint
OECD-ILO report provides a comparative analysis of case studies focusing on improving skills use in the workplace across eight
countries. The examples provide insights into the practical ways in which employers interact with government services and policies at
the local level. They highlight the need to build policy coherence across employment, skills, economic development and innovation
policies, and underline the importance of ensuring that skills utilisation is built into policy development thinking and implementation. Skills
utilisation concerns the extent to which skills are effectively applied in the workplace to maximise workplace and individual performance.
It involves a mix of policies including work organisation, job design, technology adaptation, innovation, employee-employer relations,
human resource development practices and business-product market strategies. It is often at the local level that the interface of these
factors can best be addressed.
Evil Media Matthew Fuller 2012-08-17 A philosophical manual of media power for the network age. Evil Media develops a philosophy of
media power that extends the concept of media beyond its tried and trusted use in the games of meaning, symbolism, and truth. It
addresses the gray zones in which media exist as corporate work systems, algorithms and data structures, twenty-first century selfimprovement manuals, and pharmaceutical techniques. Evil Media invites the reader to explore and understand the abstract
infrastructure of the present day. From search engines to flirting strategies, from the value of institutional stupidity to the malicious
minutiae of databases, this book shows how the devil is in the details. The title takes the imperative “Don't be evil” and asks, what would
be done any differently in contemporary computational and networked media were that maxim reversed. Media here are about much
more and much less than symbols, stories, information, or communication: media do things. They incite and provoke, twist and bend,

leak and manage. In a series of provocative stratagems designed to be used, Evil Media sets its reader an ethical challenge: either
remain a transparent intermediary in the networks and chains of communicative power or become oneself an active, transformative
medium.
Anti-Piketty Jean-Philippe Delsol 2017-03-01 Thomas Piketty's book Capital in the Twenty-First Century has enjoyed great success and
provides a new theory about wealth and inequality. However, there have been major criticisms of his work. Anti-Piketty: Capital for the
21st Century collects key criticisms from 20 specialists—economists, historians, and tax experts—who provide rigorous arguments
against Piketty's work while examining the notions of inequality, growth, wealth, and capital.
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